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ABSTRACT
The existing output of the isolated DC-DC Converter requires a good switching
device and needs to be controlled in order to achieve the desired output voltage with
less output ripple voltage. However, this converter cannot maintain the output voltage
with good efficiency inhigh power application. Currently, any semiconductor devices
need greater efficiency in switching such as high power switching power supply,
motor drives for electrical vehicle (EV), communication systems and others. A new
DC-DC Converter modified via resonant network and controlled with the application
of controller and gate circuit is proposed. The PWM Controller technique is used to
control the output voltage and duty cycle ofthe switches. The paper will cover studies
onthe Zero-Current Switching circuit design and PWM controller in isolated DC-DC
Converter. Then, the simulation using Cadence Pspice is carried out. The
performance ofthe design will be evaluated based on parameters such as input ripple
current, output ripple voltage and efficiency. A control loop feedback systems in
resonant network of the FB-ZCS with better efficiency, less input ripple current of
1.94% and less output ripple voltage of0.47% are obtained from this project. But, the
results obtained cannot be compared with the conventional scheme because of big
differences and suggestions havebeenmade for the improvement.
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1.1 Background of Study
High voltage DC-DC converters are widely used in different types of electronic
equipment [1]. However, the designof highvoltage DC-DC converters is problematic
because the output of these converters cannot be controlled to its desired output.
Basically, this project is designing a control loop feedback system in resonant
network of the isolated DC-DC Converter. Currently, high voltages DC-DC
Converters are widely used in different types of electronic equipment. However, the
design of high voltage DC-DC Converters is problematic because the outputof these
converters cannot be controlled to its desired output. So» there is a need to control the
outputvoltage and the duty cycleof the switch by usingthe Pulse-Width Modulation
(PWM) control technique.
The choice of a converter topology for high-frequency and high-voltage applications
is severely limited by the characteristics of high voltage transformer, component
stresses, switching losses, efficiency, etc [2], [3]. It is well known that the use of
current-mode control in PWM converters have significant advantages with respect to
the more basic voltage-mode control [4]. In voltage-mode control, the feedback gain
is limited by the presence of the secondary resonance [5], [6]. The FB-ZCS-PWM
converter was observed to behave in chaotic manner.
This paper presents a comprehensive study of a high voltage version FB-ZCS PWM
converter, analog study, power electronics study and PWM controller. The FB-ZCS
has received significant focus, the converter's dual, the full-bridge zero-current-
switch (FB-ZCS) converter, has not, even though it shares many of the same
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preferable attributes [7]. The semiconductor devices experience voltage and current
stresses during turn-on and turn-off transitions. As a result, the resonant technique
allows analyzing the FB-ZCS converter through the use of an average model. Control
loop is functioning as a feedback circuit, which will monitor the output voltage and
compares it with a reference voltage, using PWM technique [8]. The pulse-width-
modulation (PWM) technique is praised for its high power capability and ease of
control. A powerstage, whichis a DC-DC converter, is connected to PWMcontroller









Figure 1 DC-DCconverterconnectedwith PWM controller
1.2 Problem Statement
1.2.1 Problem Identification
The DC-DC converter is used to change the system voltages from one DC level to
another DC level. The semiconductor devices experience voltage and current stresses
during turn-on and turn-off. The FB-ZCS-PWM converter was observed to behave in
chaotic manner. The pulse-width-modulation (PWM) technique is praised for its high
power capability and ease of control. The concept of the control scheme is shifting
one or two-channel PWM driving signals close to the other. The PWM controller will
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correspond to the width of the two switches duty cycles. If there is an error in output
voltage, the feedback controller compensates by adjusting the timing with which the
switches are switched on and off.
Without feedback controller, the system cannot maintain the output voltage to the
desired value and system cannot control the switch. Let's take an application of
Traveling Wave Tube (TWT) as an example. TWT is a specialized vacuum tubeused
in wireless communication, especially in satellite system. The DC-DC Converter
system is used to supply high electrons with high speed in the tube over a greater
distance [9].
Theapplication of TWT in which electrons are accelerated to a velocity at which they
have a kinetic energy that is equivalent to the maximum voltage that was used to
accelerate them. So, without the feedback controller, the electrons cannot maintain
their acceleration at which they have the high kinetic energy equivalent to the
maximum voltage and this will leadto decrease the system'sperformance.
1.2.2 Significance of Project
The significant of this project is to improve the performance of theDC-DC Converter
by applying the PWM controller to the system. The DC-DC Converter with high
power is very useful in the communication system, especially for satellite system.
Besides that, this high power application also used in electrical vehicle (EV) and for
the medical apparatus, which is used for X-Ray imaging.
This project will help those applications to maintain their performance and can be
used for high power application.
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13 Objectives and Scope Of Study
1.3.1 Objectives
The objectives to implement this project are:
• Research and study on existing isolated DC-DC converter design based on the
voltage and current mode PWM controller system, in terms of behaviors of
the dynamic and circuit performance.
• To proposethe new control schemeand comparedto the conventional scheme
• To develop a step-by-step approach to develop the new system based on the
study.
• To do simulation work on the selected design. This is to design a control loop
feedback system in resonant network of an isolated DC-DC Converter by
using the PWM controller, in order to control the output voltage.
1.3.2 Scope of Study
The scope of study is presented in this report. There are several topics and issues
that must be considered before proceeding any further in the design of the system.
The scope of study depends mainly on these few areas:
• Studyon isolatedDC-DC Converterand the conceptual ofvoltage and current
mode PWM controller system with the intention ofhaving a view on how the
system works.
• The mathematical modeling and control system equation are expected in
driving the design, which relates the converter and feedback controller.
• The design methods for the improvement of the systemin terms ofthe
system's efficiency, switchingfrequency, reduceswitchingloss, input ripple
current, output ripple voltage in order to achieve better performance.






The main purpose ofDC-DC Converter is to supply a regulated DC output voltage to
a variable-load resistance from an unstable DC input voltage. Currently, there are
Three (3) types of converters today, which are linear converters, switched capacitor
converters (alsoknown as charge pumps), and switched converters.
Linear converters can only generate lower output voltage from higher input voltage
[10]. Most linear converters operate with lowconversion efficiencies. However, they
are commonly used in analog circuits to ensure a constant (or nearly constant) power
supply voltage. Switched capacitor converters implement switches and capacitors to
perform voltage conversion. For switched converters, the output voltage can be
higher, lower or inverted compared to the input voltage. There are three main
topologies of switched DC-DC Converters used today:
1. Buck (step-down converter) is used to produce an output voltage between
ground and the input voltage. Figure 2 below shows a buck converter circuit.
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Figure 2 Buck Converter
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2. Boost (step-up converters) operates in the opposite manner compared to the
step-down converter generating higher voltage output than at the input. Boost






Figure 3 Boost Converter
3. Buck-boostconverteris used in applications where the outputvoltage required
having levels both higher and lower than the input voltage. Figure 4 shows a
buck-boost converter circuit.
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Figure 4 Buck-Boost Converter
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2.2 Full-Bridge Boost Converter
In this project, full-bridge boost-derived converter has been chosen as the basic



























Figure 5 Conventional Full-Bridge Boost Converter
The transformer in the isolated switch-mode converter, serves as a step-up/step-down
voltage, reverses output voltage polarity, provides electrical isolation, and provides
energy storage during the operation. Since all the energy obtained from the source is
first stored in the transformer and then passed on to the load, this converter also
known as an energy storage converter. The full-bridge boost-derived converter with
full-wave rectifier in the output side is also known as a double-ended converter. The
main advantage of the full-bridge configuration is that its core material is better
utilized compare to the single-ended case [11].
In high voltage, DC-DC Converter, output filtering inductors cannot be used on the
high voltage side due to high voltage drop. Only output capacitors can be used at the
secondary side and thus, the converter should be current fed [12]. To obtain safe
operation of transformer and high output voltage, multiple secondary rectifier circuits
19
are needed in series to feed the high voltage load. The proposed FB-ZCS PWM
converter also uses phase-shift control to obtain fixed frequency operation.
2.2.1 Resonant Network
An LC circuit (Figure 6) consists of an inductor and capacitor. When connected
together, an electrical current can alternate between them at an angular frequency of
G) =
LC
Where L is the inductance in henries, and C is the capacitance in farads. The angular
frequency has units ofradians per second.
Figure 6 LC Circuit Diagram
The resonance effect occurs when inductance and capacitive reactances are equal.
The resonance refers to a class of phenomena in which a small driving perturbation
gives rise to a large effect in the system. LC circuitsare often used as filters [13].
A need to increase switching frequencies and to reduce EMI led to augmenting the
controllable switches in certain basic switch-mode topologies by a simple LC
resonant circuit, thereby shaping the switch voltage and current in order to yield zero-
voltage and/or zero-current switching. Similarly, the inductor (such as the transformer
leakage inductance) and the capacitors (such as the output capacitance of the
semiconductor switch), which appear as undesirable parasitic in switch-mode
topologies, can be utilized to provide the resonant inductor and the capacitor needed
for the resonant-switch circuit [14].
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Lr is the resonant inductance that incorporates in the junction capacitance of the
rectifier diodes and the reflected winding capacitance from the secondary side of the
power transformer. The insertion Lj between input and inverter is to achieve a
current-fed source.
2.2.2 Modes of Operation
The full-bridge boost converter has ten (10) operation intervals during a single
switching cycle. The equivalent circuit for each interval during the half-cycle is
































Switch 3 (M3) and Switch 4 (M4) overlap. Operation begins with Ml, M3, M4 and
D9/D11 on. During this mode, M4 current is transferred to M3 in a nonresonant,
linear fashion so that M4 can turn off with ZVS. During this mode, energy is transfer
to theoutput. Mode I ends when the current in M4 reaches zero and M4 is turned off.
Figure 8 shows the operation of Mode I.
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Figure 8 Operation of Mode I
Modelirti-bl
Input inductor charging interval. With Ml andM3 both on, the input inductor stores
energy. No energy is transferred from the input to the load, which is supported by C0.
This interval duration is assigned/controlled for nominal operation and endswhenM2










Figure 10 shows the resonant period for this mode. This mode begins when M2 is
turned on. Ml current is transferred to M2 in a resonant fashion. Ml and M2 overlap
during this mode for the transfer. Specifically, by allowing inductor current to
resonant to -Iin, Ml current goes to zero allowing ZCS. Mode III ends when Ml is
turned off at /=fe.
vCr(t)~nVocQs(a)0(t-t2))








Figure 10 OperationofMode III
Mode IV fa-til
Figure 11 shows the discharge interval for this mode. This mode begins when Ml is
turned off at t==t3. During this mode, the resonant capacitor discharges linearly to -
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Figure 11 Operation of Mode IV
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ModeVTti-tsI
Energy transferred to output, as shown in Figure 12below. During this mode, D1/D4
is on and energy will be transferred from input inductor to output in a boost like
fashion. The iiT and vCr equations are given by
vCr(t) = -n.Vc
tWZ AJU M
Figure 12 Operation ofMode V
Modes VI-X
ModesVI throughX are symmetric with respeet to the first five modes.
2.3 Feedback Controller
There are Two (2) types of feedback loops, an analog feedback loop and a digital
feedback loop. The analog feedback loop is well understood and provides some
advantages over the other type of feedback loop, the digital feedback loop. Each of
the feedback loops has associated therewith a voltage sense input for sensing the
supply output voltage and a pulse-width modulator (PWM) for generating switching
pulses for driving switches [15].The sensed voltage is compared in the analog domain
to a desired operating DC voltage to generate an error voltage that is reduced to
essentially zero volts at regulation. To compensate for loop phase shift, there is
provided a compensator. This provides some phase lead in the feedback loop for the
purpose of loop stability.
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For the digital controller, its portion of the digital feedback loop is similar to the
analog feedback loop. The voltage signal sense input utilizes an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) to convert the output voltage to a digital value and then compare
this to a desired voltage to determine the difference voltage as an error voltage. A
digital compensator then provides some phase lead to the feedback to maintain
stability in the control loop. This digital error voltage is then converted into a varying
pulse width for output to the driving switches on the switching converter. This in
effect is a digital-to-analog converter.
Besides that, analog controllers do not have the ability to independently control the
deadtime for control signals for complementary switchers. For analog controllers the
rising edge of a second control signal is based upon a falling edge of a first control
signal. Thus, the second control signal is completely dependenton the falling edge of
the first control signal. Some manner for independently controlling a rising edge of a
second control signal with respect to a falling edge of the first control signal would
providemuch greatercontrol ofthe operationofthe switchedpower supply.
Based on Dr. Souvick Chattopadhyay, the used of PFC (Power Factor Boost) should








Figure 13 PowerCircuitof the singlephase PFC rectifier [16]
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The approach advocated in the design is to develop the average value of the
differential voltage across system inductors and current through system capacitors.
The method used in this design ensures the correct average, differential voltage
appears across each inductor and the correct average current flows through each
system capacitor in the model. Small-signal analysis forms the basis for effective
control loop design. The development of this design, with a control method will
delivers a single control signal to the bridge (switches) for the necessary switch
conductionoverlapas well as adjusts the phase shift to regulatethe output.
The most common control method is Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM). This method
takes a sample of output voltage and compares it with the reference voltage to
establish a small error signal. A voltage mode is a method of closed loop of a
switching converter where the pulse width is varied in response to changes in the
output voltage to regulate the output [17]. The PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) is a
modulation technique that generates variable-width pulses to represent the amplitude
of an analog input signal [18]. A controller controls the output voltage of the
converter based on regulating the duty-cycle of the switch. The feedback circuit
monitors the output voltage and compares it with a reference voltage, in order to
achieve the desired output. If there is an error in the output voltage, the feedback
circuit compensates by adjusting the timing with which the MOSFETs are switched
on and off.
A new feedback control method named 'ripple detection control' [19], a response
delay can be made very small becausean outputvoltage is directly comparedwith the
referencevoltage (as shown in Figure 14). There is a large feedback delay in principle
in voltage-mode pulse-width modulation (PWM) control system, because the
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Figure 14 Ripple DetectionControlMethod [19]
From the derivations for the boost converter, it can be seen that changing the duty
cycle controls the steady-state output with respect to the input voltage. The output
voltage is controlled by the duty cycle of the switches [20]. A feedback and control
circuitry can be carefully nested around the DC-DC Converter circuit to regulate the
energy transfer and maintain a constant output within normal operating conditions.
The feedback will regulate the output voltage. The most widely used method for
controlling the output voltage through the switch is PWM. The PWM control
technique maintains a constant switching frequency and varies the ratio of thecharge
cycle (time when the switch is on) and the discharge cycle (time when the switch is
off) as the load varies. This technique affords high power efficiency. In addition,
because the switching frequency fixed, the noise spectrum is relatively narrow,
allowing simple low-pass filter techniques to greatly reduce thepeak-to-peak voltage
ripple at the output.
The concept of thenew control scheme is shifting one of the two-channel symmetric
PWM driving signals close to the other, while keeping the PWM control mode. All
thecorresponding components work attheconditions with even stresses asthecase in
the symmetric control scheme because the width of the two switches duty cycles is
kept equal. The converter operates with Phase-Shifted PWM control at slightly
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variable frequency with very strong variations in the operating point, but can operate
at constant frequency if this behavior is more desirable than operation in a optimum
switching line (withno reactive energy returned to the inputsource) [21].
For small-signal characteristic, the conventional compensation techniques would
include current-mode control for fast response. A single voltage-mode controller is
used in this designas the intent, which is not to design optimized control schemes but
to validate the accuracy of the power stage model. The design of the controller
accounts for stability at both operating points in anticipation of the steploadchanges
performed in thetransient simulations. A part from that, there is a converter which is
controlled by the modulation of the lagging and leading leg, in order to achieve the
ZVS [22], [23].
Control loop gain canbe designed to be relatively insensitive to line voltage variation
for current mode control and voltage mode control. For voltage mode control, loop
gain is sensitive to line voltage variation of the converter [24]. However, with
voltage-mode control, the problem with the transformer volt-second unbalance
appeared [25]. From theanalysis above, it canbe conclude thatthePWM technique is
very effective to afford high power efficiency. This technique can used to control the
output voltage by regulating the duty cycle of the switches. So, the PWM feedback
controller is applied to the DC-DC Converter in this project and the performance of
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Figure 15 Flowchartofthe methodology use in this project
The methodology ofthis project has been changedand limited to the simulationusing
Cadence only, as the outputvoltage of the converter is 15 kV and unable to comeout
with the prototype. So, this projectwill present only with the simulationbetweenTwo
(2) sets ofcircuit and the data betweenthem will be compared.
3.1.1 Research and Study
The first phase of this project is to search the information about isolated DC-DC
Converter and understand the functionality. Besides that, the journal related to the
project through has been searched IEEE Database and the conceptual of voltage and
current mode PWM controller system has been studied. The system need to be
analyzed, in terms of its efficiency, leakage spike in current and voltage and all the
applicable waveforms. Any development should be made to the system and thus
enhanced for a betterperformance. Belowis the blockdiagram of the design, whichis















Figure 16 Block diagram ofthe design
Error
Besides that, the software used also need to be mastered, in term of the setting of
component's specification.
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3.1.2 Design and Simulation
The second phase is to determine the circuit and parameter before simulating using
Cadence Software. All the component parameters will be calculated using basic
equations and once upon understanding the whole concept; the simulation of the
design canonlybe start. The performance of the simulation willbe evaluated in order
to satisfy the objective ofthe project.
3.1.2.1 DC-DC Converter circuit
For the first stage, simulation has been done on the isolated DC-DC Converter as
shown in Figure 17:
Figure 17 Isolated DC-DC Converter
Switch 1 (Ml) and switch 4 (M4) will ON at the same time, and switch2 (M2) and
switch 3 (M3) will OFF at that time. These switches will operate simultaneously
depending on the signal sentby the controller. From the highvoltage transformer, the
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leakage inductance is used as resonant inductor, Lr and its capacitance is integrated
into the resonant capacitor, Cr.
All the component parameters havebeencalculated usingthe following equations:
/







2. Output voltage, V<r\ 5 kV
3. Duty ratio, I> 0.833
Components used in simulation:
1. Switch-PowerMOSFET(N-channel)typeIRF520
i. Period = 50 us
ii. Pulse Width = 41.64 us
iii. TD = 0
iv. TR = 0
v. 7V-0
vi. Vi = 0
vii. K2 = 20V
2. Power diode type BAL74(D1.D2,D3,D4)
3. Power diode type D1N5402 (D5, D6, D7, D8, D9, D10, Dl 1, D12)




The output waveform for voltage across the switch, the current across the load and
the output voltage will be focused and analyzed.
3.1.4 Data Comparison
The data obtained from the simulation will be compared with the expected results, as






% ripple input current 109% Reduce
% ripple output voltage 113% Reduce
Efficiency 0.282% Better
Power losses 90.21kW Reduce
Table 1 Expected result for the project
3.2 Tools Required








IRF520 20V (Vgs) 8A 40 W
D15402 200 V 3A -
BAL74 50 V 215 mA 250 mW
Table 2 Component Rated
CHAPTER 4
RESULTS/DISCUSSION
4.1 Finding and Discussion
Forthisproject, full-bridge boost derived converter withfull-wave output rectifier has
been used. The main advantage of the full-bridge configuration is that its core
material is better utilized compared to the single-ended case. Voltage and current
flow on the design is show in appendixes A.
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Figure 18 Waveform ofVout [V(R60:2)] ofconventional schemeand Vout
[V(R6:2)] ofthe design
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The waveform in Figure 19 below shows an input current for both conventional











Figure19 Waveform of I [I(L1)] of DC-DC Converter withfeedback
controller and waveform of I [I(L10)] ofconventional scheme.
The waveforms in Figure 20 and Figure 21 below show the comparison between Pjn
and Pout in order to calculate the efficiency of the converter. The smaller Pout has
produced the goodefficiency for this system. The smaller Pout from the P^ shows that
the system has small power loss and has good efficiency. The difference between Pin
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Figure 20 Maximum andminimum value of Pjn[I(Ll)*V(Ll:2)] of
conventional schemePin[I(L10)*V(L10)] ofDC-DC Converterwith
feedback controller
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Figure 21 Maximum and minimum value ofPout [W(R60)] of
conventional scheme Pout [W(R6)] ofDC-DC Converter with feedback
controller
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The transformer must be added between the power stage and the output for the
purpose of voltage scaling. Transformer is used in switched-mode converter for
electrical isolation between the input and output, reduction of stresses in switching
devices and provision of multi-output connections. With the isolation transformer, the
output voltage polarity reversal does not become a design restriction.
MOSFET has been chosen as a switch because its capability of high frequency
operation. Besides that, MOSFET can withstand simultaneously application of high
current and voltage without undergoing destructive failure due to second breakdown.
Ideal op amp is used as a comparator for the controller, which will compare the
output voltage with the requirement that we need. If there is any difference, the
feedback control loop will play its role to make sure we get the expectation output
voltage. The controller that will be design is a power stage controller, which will
control all the switches in the circuit that produce the output. But, the parameter
should be determined first. The simulation is done part by part or phase by phase in
order to choose the accurate setting and component [26].
The full-bridge circuit with four switches has been chosen to be the power stage
circuit.Power Mosfets (IRF 520) have been chosenas a switchesand the power diode
located at the secondary part of the circuit functioning as a rectifier, to convert the ac
voltage to dc output voltage.
The output waveform reached a steady state of 15.33 kV and this output voltage will
be compared with the reference voltage at comparator. If there is an error, the pulse-
width modulation (PWM) will generate its pulse and will go to the negative-edge
triggered, J-K Flip-Flops, to generate complementary drive signals and relative phase
shift between upper and lower switches. The RC network on the flip-flop output is
used to set a fixed overlap time for both upper and lower switch sets.
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4.2 Evaluation
4.2.1 % output ripple voltage
From the output voltage waveform (Figure 22), the ripple output voltage has been
calculated as below: The calculations show the % output ripple voltage for the


















Figure22 Waveform ofVout [V(R60:2)] of conventional schemeand Vout
[V(R6:2)] of DC-DC Converter with PWM controller
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%ripple = AVR61 V0{dc)x\ 00% =0.47%





AVR6 =4.5589-1.2649 = 3.294
%ripple = AVR61 V0{dc)x\ 00% =113%
% ripple voltage for both systems cannot be compared as the output waveforms
produced are not in the same axis. The difference of the output voltage for both
systems is too large. For the conventional scheme, the % ripple voltage has given the
value of 113% which has been exceeding 100%. This was due to the transformer that
is not functioning as a step up voltage and has produced the output voltage of
2.9119kV. The secondary part of the system cannot function as in the Mode I, where
only a little bit value of energy is transferred to the output. The output capacitor, C0
cannot support the energy transferred from the input to the load. For the conventional
scheme, it is better to put the high rated output capacitor to support the energy
transfer to the load. But, the design has gives less output ripple voltage.
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4.2.2 % input ripple current
Figure 23 shows the maximum and minimum value of Ijo for calculation of input







Figure 23 Waveform ofI P(L1)] of DC-DC Converter with PWM
controller and waveform ofI p(L10)] ofconventional scheme (DC-DC
Converter without feedback controller).







%ripple = AILl IFo((fc)xl00% =1.94%
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AIm = 9.858- 2.8954 = 6.3767
%ripple = AJLXI Vo(dc)x\W% =109%
The input ripple current for the conventional scheme has exceed 100% which is very
big value and this may be influenced by the value of the input inductor (L10) that
functioning to store the current. For the conventional scheme, the value of input
inductor of5mH has influenced the energy stored for the system and has produced the
big difference for the maximum and niinimum value of the input current. To
overcomethis situation, high rated of input inductor is encouraged to use in order to
support the high input voltage source. It can be say that the design has less input
ripple current.
4.23 Efficiency and power losses
From the Figure 24 and Figure 25, the efficiency and power losses of both systems
can be calculated. Figure 24 shows comparison of inputpower for both systems and
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Figure 24 Maximum andmimmum value of PinP(Ll)*V(Ll:2)] of
conventional scheme Pi„[I(Ll0)*V(L10)]ofDC-DC Converter with PWM
Controller
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2. Calculation ofpower losses for conventional scheme




3. Calculation ofefficiency for DC-DC Converter with PWM Controller
P0max=5.2282W
7>Omin=5.1801W





4. Calculation ofpower losses for DC0DC Converter with PWM Controller




From the calculation above, it can be seen that the efficiency of the design exceed
100% and it not give the undesirable efficiency. This efficiency is undesirable as the
output power and input power for both conventional scheme and DC-DC Converter
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with PWM Controller is quite difference and cannot be compared. This unacceptable
efficiency may be influenced by the energy stored in the primary side of the system,
where much ofthe energy is transferred to the output and cannot be supported by C0.
Besides that, the power losses for the DC-DC Converter with PWM Controller also
gives the value of power gain, that should not be get in this experiment. But, for the
conventional scheme, the power loss is quite large because the circuit used low rated
inductor to store the energy. It is better to use the high rated output capacitor in order
to support the energy transfer from the input to the load.
4.2.4 Load Current
Figure 26 shows the waveform of the load current for conventional scheme and DC-











15.158ns 15.289ns 15.25Bins 15.3B8ns 15.3
Figure 26 Waveform of load current ofDC-DC Controller with PWM
Controller and waveform for load current of conventional scheme
From the waveform, the load current for conventional scheme is 67.028 mA and the
load current for DC-DC Converter with PWM Controller is 340.0665 mA. Because of
the big difference, the comparison cannot be made for the load current of both
systems. The load current is influenced by the input current. As mention before, the
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large difference in the input current hasmade the load current is unacceptable for the
system.
43 Discussion
The comparison between Two (2) systems cannot be made as the results obtained
from the simulation are unacceptable. The reasons for the undesirable results have
been identified and the suggestion to make the systems betterhasbeenmade. Because
of the time constraint, the simulation cannot be preceded with the suggestion made.
However, the conclusion of the results obtained has been explained below, even
though theseresults are not unacceptable for the systems.
Observation from the waveforms achieved from the simulation shows that DC-DC
Converter with PWM Controller has produced the high output voltage of 15.33kV
and less output ripple voltage. Besides that, it can beseen that the input ripple current
also reduced to 1.94% compared to the conventional scheme. It was due to the rated
inductor used to store the energy in the circuit.
The undesirable efficiency for DC-DC Converter with PWM Controller which has
exceeded 100% is caused by the smaller input power and produced the desirable
outputpowerof 5kW. Apart from that, this situation has brought to the objectionable
power loss that is a power gainof the system, as the circuit do not used any of power
gain components. It may be influenced by the high power output that was produced
by the step-up transformer.
Furthermore, the design cannotbe implemented with the prototype as it produced the






As a conclusion, it is possible to design the resonant network of the isolated DC-DC
converter with feedback controller based on small signal analysis and simulation. It is
difficult to get or maintain the output voltage of the converter; the possible result can
be obtained if the suitable components with the correct setting/range are used as the
design is the high voltage circuit. The data obtained from the performance of the
circuit will be compared and analyzed. Troubleshooting using the concept ofphase by
phase simulation has been done in order to know better the operation of the circuit
and at the same time, to know the problem of the circuit. However, the results
obtained from the simulation are undesirable and the suggestions have been made to
overcome the unacceptable results. Because of the time constraint, the author did not
come out with the suggestion results and has maintained the existing result.
5.2 Recommendation
Recommendation made based on simulation and evaluation result, which may
produce the good system.
1. Design combination with snubber circuit, which can reduce the input ripple
current and output ripple voltage.
2. Choose the high power component which can support the high input voltage,
since the design required high rated component in order to produce the desired
output voltage.
3. Adding more parameters in evaluation such as diode reverse recovery, energy
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DATASHEET FOR MOSFET (IRF 520)
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DATASHEET FOR POWER DIODE (D1N5402)
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF SILICON RECTIFIER




' Low forward voltage drop
* High current capability
MECHANICAL DATA
* Case: Molded plastic
* Epoxy: UL 94V-0 rate flame retardant
* Lead: MIL-STD-202E, Method 208 guaranteed
* Polarity: Color band denotes cathode end
* Mounting position: Any
* Weight; 1.18 grams
MAXIMUM RATINGS AND ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Ratings at 25 °C ambient temperature unless otherwise specified.
Single phase, half wave, 60 Hz, resistive or inductive load.











Dimensions in inches and (millimeters)
DO-27
SYMBOL 1N5400 1N5401 1N5402 1N5404 1N5406 1N5407 1N5408 UNITS
Maximum Recurrent Peak Reverse Voltage Vrrm 50 100 200 400 600 800 1000 Volts
Maximum RMS Voltage Vrms 35 70 140 280 420 560 700 Volts
Maximum DC Blocking Voltage Voc 50 100 200 400 600 800 1000 Volts
Maximum Average Forward Rectified Current
.375*(9.5mm) lead length at T L= 105°C lo 3,0 Amps
Peak Forward Surge Current 8.3 ms singfe half sine-wave
superimposed on rated load (JEDEC Method) !fsm 200 Amps
Maximum Instantaneous Forward Voltage at 3.0A DC Vf 1.1 Volts
Maximum DC Reverse Current





Maximum Full Load Reverse Current Average, Full Cycle
.375*(9.5mm) lead length at T L = 75°C 30 uAmps
TypicalJunction Capacitance (Note) Cj 40 PF
Typical Thermal Resistance R9ja 30 QC/W
Operating and Storage Temperature Range Tj, Tstg
-65 tot 175 °C
NOTES : Measuredat 1 MHz and appliedreverse voltageof4.0 volts
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RATING AND CHARACTERISTIC CURVES (1N5400 THRU 1N5408)
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LEAD TEMPERATURE, (°C)
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FIG, 2 - MAXIMUM NON-REPETITIVE
FORWARD SURGE CURRENT








NUMBER OF CYCLES AT 60Hz
FIG. 4 - TYPICAL JUNCTION CAPACITANCE
25°C











FIG. 5 - TYPICAL REVERSE CHARACTERISTICS
U = 5"C
20 40 60 80 100 120 140
PERCENT OF RATED PEAK
REVERSE VOLTAGE, (%)
0J#> DC COMPONENTS CO., LTD.
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NEXT BACK EXIT
This datasheet has been download from:
www.datasheetcataloa.com
Datasheets for electronics components.
APPENDIX G
DATASHEET FOR POWER DIODE (BAL74)
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PARAMETER SYMBOL VALUE UNIT
Continuous Reverse Voltage Vr 50 V
Average Output Rectified Current
(tav= 10ms) lo
100 mA
Continuous Forward Current If 150 mA
Peak Forward Current (t = 15ms)
'fm 200 mA
Forward Surge Current (t = 1jis) •fs 1 A
Operating and Storage Temperature Range T):Tstg -55 to+150 0 C
Power Dissipation at Tamb=25°C Mot 330 mW
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (at Tamb=25°C unless otherwise stated).
PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN. TYP. MAX. UNIT CONDITIONS.
Breakdown Voltage vBR 51 V IR = 5^A
Forward Voltage VF 1.0 V lF= 100mA






Capacitance C0 2.0 pF VR=0




lF= lR=10mA, lRR = 1mA
lF= 10mA, VR =6V
RL = 100£i






Circuit For Measuring Switching Time
OmA OfJfF





Pulse is supplied by a generator with the following
characteristics:
Output impedance = 5QQ
Rise time <= 0.5ns
Pulse width = 100ns
Output is monitored on a sampling oscilloscope
with the following characteristics:
Input impedance = 50Q










This datasheet has been download from:
www.datasheetcataloa.com
Datasheets for electronics components.
